Medium Term Planning
Year 4
SPRING
4:2 People Who Inspire Us

Key Concepts Overview
Three Lenses of RE (Key concepts)

Social Sciences

Philosophy

Theology

Second Order Concepts

Empathy

Cause and Consequence

Special, different, rare and
unique

Similarities and Difference

Rules

Love

Significance

Authority

Written and Oral Expression

Understand Right and Wrong

Belonging

Peace

Lenses of RE

Year Group

Unit

Outcomes

1.1

Recall some of the symbols, artefacts and rules associated with belonging to a faith group.

Belonging

Recognise some similarities between faith groups.

1

Talk about what it means to belong and understand the importance of a promise.
1.2

Recall the important features of a place of worship and say how they are used.

Worship

Say why a local place of worship is important for many people.

2.1

Recognise differences and similarities between school rules and religious rules.

Lead us not into Temptation
2

Easter

Talk about how Christians celebrate the festival of Easter.

Christmas

Talk about how Christians celebrate the festival of Christmas.

3.1

Compare the ways in which religious festivals are celebrated in the community and across the world.

Remembering
3

3.3

Discover the milestones in life for different religions and respond to the ways in which they offer a sense of identity and belonging.

Sacred Places

Social Sciences

4

4.1

Explain what makes a community.

Communities

Describe the contribution of a religious group to their community.

4.2

Explain what prompts people to commit an ethical cause.

People who inspire us

Explain and give reasons why a person of faith devoted themselves to a cause.
Give examples of altruistic actions in the community.

5

Easter

Explain the meaning of the cross for Christians and how it conveys the Easter message .

Christmas

Explain how and why Christians believe Jesus to be the ‘Light of the World.’

5.1

Identify the importance of symbolism in the expression of beliefs.

Expressions

Describe different forms of worship and spiritual expression and explain where they might take place.

5.3

Identify and explain why people may participate in a pilgrimage.

Pilgrimage

6

6.2

Explain and give reasons about how personal milestones engender a sense of identity.

Living a Faith

Discuss and give examples of how participating in rites of passage have an impact on religious communities.

Easter

Explain the message of Easter for Christians and for the world today.

Christmas

Compare the celebration of Christmas in religious and secular homes across the world.

Lenses of RE

Year Group

Unit

Outcomes

1

1.2

Recognise which holy books are special to different religions.

Worship
Easter

Recognise and recall the Easter story and know why it’s important to Christians .

Christmas

Recognise and recall the Nativity story and know why it’s important to Christians.

2.1

Respond respectfully to people of different faiths and cultures.

Lead us not into Temptation

2

2.2

Recall and name key beliefs from different religions.

Believing

Recognise similarities and differences between the key beliefs for different faiths.
Suggest two examples of religious beliefs that lead into action.

2.3

Describe what different religions believe about God.

Questions, questions
3.1

Explain the link between the rituals associated with celebrations and the stories behind them.

Remembering

Theology

3

3.2

Recognise key events in the lives of some faith founders and the impact they made.

Founders of Faith

Describe and make links between the teachings of different faith founders.

3.3

Recognise what makes a place sacred and recognise reasons why.

Sacred places

4

Easter

Describe the events of Holy Week and how Christians remember them today.

Christmas

Talk about the nativity story from Mary’s point of view and from the perspective of one of the wise men.

4.3

Describe what different religions say about the attributes of God.

Our World

5

5.2

Identify the origins and make connections between different faith teachings.

Faith in Action

Give a considered response to the challenges of following a faith.

5.3

Describe and show understanding of actions carried out by a pilgrim.

Pilgrimage
6.1
6

Discuss barriers to reconciliation and harmony and the power of forgiveness.

Justice and Freedom
6.3
Hopes and Visions

Explain and give examples of how people of different faiths respond to the question ‘Who is God?’

Lenses of RE

Year Group

Unit

Outcomes

1

1.3

Recall Christian/Jewish beliefs about God and creation stories, adding some details.

What a wonderful world

Retell a creation story using relevant vocabulary and say where the story comes from.
Ask their own ‘wondering’ questions about the world.
Talk about ways of caring for the world.

2.1

Respond sensitively to decisions about what’s right and what’s wrong.

Lead us not into temptation
2

2.3

Suggest answers to Big Questions from different religious perspectives.

Questions, questions
4

Philosophy

4.3

Reflect and present ideas about the origin of the universe.

Our World

Offer reasons why it is important to look after the earth.

6.1

Explain their hopes and dreams for a just community and a just world.

Justice and Freedom
6
6.3
Hopes and Visions

Debate differing faith views about the purpose of life; compare different possible answers and contrast with a secular view.

Spring Term
Year 4
Unit 4.2: People Who Inspire Us
Prior Learning

This unit builds on work covered in Unit 2:1 Lead Us Not Into Temptation.
How do people learn to make the right choices?
Does making a bad choice make someone a bad person?
How can people put right their wrongs?
What do we need more of in the world?

What is the important thing to remember if someone makes the wrong decision?

End Points

The children will explain what prompts people to commit an ethical cause, explain and give reasons why a person of faith devoted themselves to a cause and
will be able to give examples of altruistic actions in the community.
This contributes to the following end of key stage statement:

Demonstrate understanding of how people express their identity and their spirituality through symbols and actions.

Articulate the responses of different religious and non-religious worldviews to ethical questions, including ideas about what is right and wrong and
what is just and fair.

Vocabulary
Focus Religions/ World
Views

saint, inspiration, sacrifice, a cause, altruism, justice and freedom
Religion 1: Christianity
Religion 2: Islam
Religion 3: Sikhism
World View: Humanism (make links where appropriate)
Links can also be made to other Religions and World Views where appropriate (dependent on class beliefs, celebrations/time of year, unit content etc.)

Three Lenses
of RE

Second

Lesson

Learning

Suggested

Order

Sequence

Objectives

Activities

1

Overall Objective: To explain what
prompts people to commit an ethical
cause.

Concepts

What is a saint?

Learning Outcome: I can say what a
saint is and give some examples.

Social Sciences

Useful links and resources

Recap and revisit:
S is for Saints: https://
This unit builds on prior learning in Unit 2.1: Lead
www.youtube.com/watch?v=bus not into temptation.
eCwiM-JXw
Drawing on children’s prior knowledge, recall the names and
actions of saints and talk about what makes a saint or a hero.
What is a saint? https://
www.tes.com/teaching-resource/
Question and discussion:
what-is-a-saint-11074846
What is a saint?
Is there a difference between a saint and a hero?
How does someone become a
Which saints can pupils name?
saint? https://www.bbc.co.uk/
What are the characteristics of a saint?
newsround/32772092
Stimulus: watch relevant videos
Activity:
Devise ‘success criteria’ for a saint.
Children discuss in groups and create pyramid ranking using
post it notes. Move about until happy and record in books.

How do you become a saint?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=o5JA1LTWc7M

What does it take to be a saint,
anyway? https://
Challenge:
Explain the reasons why they have made the top three choic- www.stnicholascenter.org/for-kids/
more-about/what-does-it-take
es.
Use class ‘success criteria’ to create a job description for a
saint.
Saint: https://kids.britannica.com/
kids/article/saint/353738
Dive deeper, question further
‘All heroes are saints’
Do you agree or disagree?
Discuss with your talk partner and share.
This will be referred to again later in the unit, keep answers.

Three Lenses of RE

Second

Lesson

Learning

Suggested

Order

Sequence

Objectives

Activities

Useful links and resources

Concepts
2

How does a
person become
a saint?

Social Sciences

Cause and
Consequence

Overall Objective: To
explain what prompts
people to commit an
ethical cause.
Learning Outcome: I
can say what a saint is
and give some examples
of saints.

Focus Religions: Christianity
Recap and revisit:
Recall from previous lesson – What is a saint?

Re-watch relevant videos:

S is for Saints: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=beCwiM-JXw

Discuss:
Is simply living a good and kind life enough or should they
have done something exceptional?

What is a saint? https://
www.tes.com/teaching-resource/
what-is-a-saint-11074846

Research:
Children investigate the key points and timescale for a person
to become a saint.
Possible Christian saints to research:


St George



St David



St Patrick



St Lucy

Activity:
Children express new understanding.

How does someone become a
saint? https://www.bbc.co.uk/
newsround/32772092

How do you become a saint?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=o5JA1LTWc7M

What does it take to be a saint, anyway? https://
www.stnicholascenter.org/for-kids/
more-about/what-does-it-take

Use class ‘success criteria’ and what they have found out in
their enquiry to create a flow diagram or timeline for a person Saint: https://kids.britannica.com/
to become a saint.
kids/article/saint/353738

Three Lenses of RE

Second

Lesson

Learning

Suggested

Order

Sequence

Objectives

Activities

Useful links and resources

Concepts
3

Social Sciences

Cause and
Consequence

Overall Objective: To
explain what prompts
people to commit an
ethical cause.

Where are
saints’ names
found in the
local communi- Learning Outcome: I
ty?
can say where saints’

names are found in my
local community.

Focus Religions: Christianity

Map of local area

Recap and revisit:
Recall previous learning. What is a saint? How does a person
become a saint? What saints can we name/remember?

Google maps

Discuss :
Where are saints’ names found in the local community?
How are local or national saints remembered? Why?
What inspired them to commit themselves to a cause? Can
the children answer this?
Research Activity:
Children develop understanding by working in groups using
selection of local google and/or digi-maps to find as many
names linked to saints.
Examples:
St. Georges Road, St. George’s Primary School, St. Matthew
Street, St. John’s Church
St James Street
St. Barnabas Court, St. Andrews Retail Park
All Saints Street, St. Hilda Street
St. Stephens Church, St. Stephens Shopping Centre, Our Lady
of Lourdes, and St. Peter Chanel
Also, to include St. Francis of Assisi Catholic Church/St. Mary’s
College
Differentiation: WTS match names on the differentiated maps.
WB Match patron saints with images.

Three Lenses of
RE

Second

Lesson

Learning

Suggested

Order

Sequence

Objectives

Activities

Useful links and resources

Concepts
4

How are local or
national saints
remembered?

Rules
Social Sciences

Overall Objective: To
explain what prompts
people to commit an
ethical cause.
Learning Outcome: I
can say why St Andrew
is remembered and
think of a symbol to
represent him.

Focus Religions: Christianity
Recap and revisit:
What is a saint?
Which saints do you remember?
How does a person become a saint?
Stimulus:
Share story of St. Andrew that includes how St. Andrew is not only the patron
saint of Scotland but that he is also known as the patron saint of fisherman,
fishmongers and rope makers.

Belonging
How is St. Andrew’s name used locally?

You may want to watch this video which provides a simple overview: Animated story of St. Andrew
Watch this short BBC clip: The Catholic Church
This explores how saints are remembered using artwork and sculptures and
display images of local area.
E.g., fishing memorial, fishing murals, fishermen from Hull and an image of an
anchor and rope (this list is not exhaustive).

Activity:
Pupils create their own symbols using different media to represent St. Andrew
and the fishing community in the local area. Where would they place it, why?
Explain why they have used that symbol/colour e.g., blue could be for the sea/
colour of the Scottish flag. How would it inspire people?

Dive deeper, question further
Why do you think this name has been chosen?

Animated story of St. Andrew:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=AWdBKC7j6kU
The Catholic Church: https://
www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/
zkvcd2p
YouTube

Three Lenses of
RE

Second

Lesson

Learning

Suggested

Order

Sequence

Objectives

Activities

5

Overall Objective:
To explain what
prompts people to
commit an ethical
cause.

Useful links and resources

Concepts

Are all saints
Christian?

Belonging

Social Sciences

Similarities
and differences

Learning Outcome:
I can think of similarities and differences of saints
from different
faiths.

Focus Religions: Islam and Sikhism
Focus World Views:
Recall previous learning. What makes a saint?
Ask: Are all saints Christian?
What title is given to the ‘saints’ of other faiths? Compare practice and belief in two
major faiths, such as Sikhism and Islam.
Research activity:
Use ‘Jigsawing’ type activity in mixed ability groups.
Provide children with appropriate research texts. Each group research different
faiths:
Judaism
Islam
Sikhism

Why don’t Jews have saints?
https://www.jwire.com.au/whydont-jews-have-saints-ask-therabbi/

Spiritual Gurus and Saints of Hinduism, India and the World:
https://www.hinduwebsite.com/
saints.asp

Hinduism for Kids: https://
www.hindujagruti.org/hinduismfor-kids/category/childrenstories/stories-of-saints

Sikhism
Sant is a word meaning a devotee, a good person, one who is humble, holy, or pious, Sikh Saints:
https://www.sikhs.org/saints.htm
a saint.
In Sikhism, Sant refers to a very pious person having saintly qualities. Some Sikhs
believe that the term Sant should be reserved for use only in reference to the Guru,
or Enlightener, as no other is deserving of such respect.
Judaism
Jews do not have saints in the Catholic sense of being a person who has performed a
miracle. What Judaism reveres are giants of the spirit whose lives have been devoted
to living for God and His Torah.
Islam
Islam – wali - A wali the Arabic word which has been variously translated "master",
"authority", "custodian", "protector", is most commonly used by Muslims to indicate
an Islamic saint, otherwise referred to by the more literal "friend of God".
After initial research, a member of each group moves to another to share the new
information.
Class discussion:
Share new information as a class discussion.

Children use RE books to reflect on new learning of similarities/differences:
Christian saints share values from the …. faith, because ……

Three Lenses
of RE

Second

Lesson

Learning

Suggested

Order

Sequence

Objectives

Activities

6

Overall Objective: To
explain and
give reasons
why a person
of faith devoted themselves to a
cause.

Concepts

Social Sciences

Significant

What can we
learn about
commitment
from the lives of
significant people of faith?

Learning
Outcomes:
I can consider
the ways St
Francis/
Mother Teresa showed
commitment.

Focus Religions: Christianity
Focus World View:
Recap and revisit:
Recall previous learning what criteria do they believe makes a saint?

Stimulus:
Introduce pupils to one or two people of faith who have shown great commitment to a cause.
St. Francis/St. Teresa (Mother Teresa)
St. Francis – why do you think he is shown with an animal?
Watch video/read PowerPoint/book about St Francis/Mother Teresa
Activity:
Use hot seating to share what the children have found out.
Model examples of questions to ask so that the children show understanding of influences and inspiration.
Freeze-frame a life-changing moment for a key religious person; discuss its impact. (Evidence is reflection)
Possibility of using conscience alley especially to discuss the way St. Francis of Assisi treated the beggar and
whether it was right or not. Share understanding.
Activity idea:
Split the class into two and order ten values for St. Francis. One half look at the beginning of his life (life of
luxury) and the other half look at when he changed his life (after the war). Children should find that the values
that were important to St. Francis at the beginning of his life and were at the top of the pyramid, are at the
bottom when he changed his lifestyle.
Encourage children to think about reflection questions – use talk partners and share – e.g., Mother Teresa:
How do you think education helps to lessen poverty?
How do you think Mother Teresa felt leaving school and working on the streets?
(Record children’s answers as evidence.)
What inspired St. Francis/St. Teresa to act how they did?
(Explored in more detail later.)

Useful links
and resources

Mother Teresa
Little People Big
Dreams book

Three Lenses of
RE

Second

Lesson

Learning

Suggested

Order

Sequence

Objectives

Activities

7

Overall Objective: To
give examples of altruistic actions in the community.

Useful links and resources

Concepts

(Shorter session)

Social Sciences

Similarities and
differences

Empathy

Who might be Learning Outcomes: I
the saints and can think of some local
heroes of the heroes in my area.
local community?

Focus Religion: Christianity
Recap and revisit:
What is a saint? How are saints remembered in the local area?
Think/dicuss:
Display statement: All heroes are saints. Do children agree/disagree
Questioning:
What is a hero?
Children work in small groups to discuss who local heroes are and why.
Possible suggestions - although not exhaustive:

Thomas Ferens

Alfred Gelder

Lilli Billoca

Amy Johnson

Jean Bishop (The Bee Lady)

Children record individual names of local heroes on sheets of paper. Make
a class list of as many heroes as children can and they group them on a flip
chart according to the qualities they think they show.
Encourage discussion.

What are the qualities?

Why do you think that?

Do they show other qualities?
This should provoke discussion and changes.
Use photographic evidence for class book.
Opportunity to create fact file about a local hero. For example: Hull’s Bee
Lady

Who is it?

What did they do?

Did their actions link to their faith?

How did it?
Refer to the discussion statement used at the beginning of the unit and for
this session.
Have children’s opinions changed?

Hull Bee Lady: https://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/uk-england-humber-58823209

Three Lenses of
RE

Second

Lesson

Learning

Suggested

Order

Sequence

Objectives

Activities

8

Overall Objective: To
give examples of altruistic actions in the
community.

Useful links and resources

Concepts

Social Sciences

Similarities and
differences

Focus Religion:

What inspires
some people to
commit their
lives to an altruistic cause?
Learning Outcomes: I

Recap and revisit:
What is a saint?
Does a saint have to be Christian?
What saints can you recall?
can compare the altru- What is the time frame of a person becoming saint?

Do you have to
be religious to
commit to a
cause?

istic actions of people
that have made a
positive difference.

Question:
What does altruism mean?
What examples of altruistic actions can you think of?
Children create a table to compare facts/actions/legacy.
For example: St. Teresa and Thomas Ferens/Alfred Gelder.
What is the main difference?
Children begin to reflect on how his/her legacy continues to influence people today.
(Develop further in the next session).
Dive deeper, question further
Consider what inspires people to commit to a cause.
Do you have to be religious to commit to a cause?
Children encouraged to discuss their answers.
What are the success criteria for saints/local heroes?
What is similar?
What is different?

Little people, big dreams: Mother Teresa
book
Could watch videos from previous sessions as a stimulus/reminder.

Three Lenses of
RE

Second

Lesson

Learning

Suggested

Order

Sequence

Objectives

Activities

9

Overall Objective: To
give examples of altruistic actions in the community.

Useful links and resources

Concepts

Significance
Social Sciences

What impact
may a person’s
actions have on
the lives of others?
Learning Outcomes: I

Recap and revisit:
What is a saint?
Which saints can you recall?

Key questions:
Why do you think that belonging to a faith was important to St. Teresa/St. Francis?
can consider the impact
What impact did it have on their lives (saints) and the lives of others?
that a person’s altruistic actions has had on
What impact did local ‘heroes’ such as Thomas Ferens, Alfred Gelder
others.
and Lilli Billoca have on the community?
Consider looking at Make me a Channel of Your Peace (Prayer for St.
Francis)
Children discuss questions in small groups and discuss as a whole class.

Stimulus:
Use Prayer for St. Francis – share thoughts about its teaching; what
impact did his teachings have in his lifetime and what impact might his
teachings have now.
Possible activities:
Write about St. Francis
Create a fact file about Hull’s Bee Lady
Write about Thomas Ferens and his impact on the local community
Alfred Gelder
Lilli Billoca
Reflection :
What can we learn about commitment from the lives of significant
people of faith?
What impact may a person’s actions have on the lives of others?
Dive deeper, question further
Express thoughts about the actions of some people that change lives
for the better and influence others.

Prayer of St. Francis: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZI1Gst7pEqc

Session 10
4:2 People Who Inspire Us
End of Unit Assessment
End point:
The children will explain what prompts people to commit an ethical cause, explain and give reasons why a person of faith devoted themselves to a cause and will be able to give examples of altruistic actions in the community.
This contributes to the following end of key stage statement:

Demonstrate understanding of how people express their identity and their spirituality through symbols and actions.

Articulate the responses of different religious and non-religious worldviews to ethical questions, including ideas about what is right and wrong and what is just and fair.
Three lenses of RE

Objectives

Explain what prompts people to commit an ethical cause.

Explain and give reasons why a person of faith devoted themselves to a
cause.

Give examples of altruistic actions in the community.

End of Key Stage statements:



Demonstrate understanding of
how people express their identity
and their spirituality through symbols and actions.



Articulate the responses of different religious and non-religious
worldviews to ethical questions,
including ideas about what is right
and wrong and what is just and
fair.

Assessment opportunities:

Children create a blog in the role of a
saint, describing some key experiences in
their life, exploring what inspires and influences them.

Write a biography/autobiography about a
saint of his/her choice.

Create a fact file about a saint.

